I started using the Aqua Chi Footbaths at CAPPED to help me regain my energy and strength both during and after chemo therapy. My energy level increased dramatically from the first footbath session. I took the footbaths once or twice a week for several months. Last week I danced with my sweetheart again – for the first time in years! "Thank you CAPPED!" Please sign me as - Very Thankful!
The Aqua-Chi Footbath System takes AC current from the wall and converts it to DC current. This current then travels through the wires to the module in the footbath water. The array in the module breaks the current into tiny particles of electricity called “ions” that are available for your cells to use. Aqua-Chi Footbaths are available at CAPPED, Inc. from 10-5 p.m. Monday—Friday. For cancer patients there is no charge. For others, regular price is only $35 per session. Monthly Specials Too! Hope to see you soon!

Visit CAPPED Today!
907 New York Ave.
Alamogordo, NM 88310
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